WOODBOWS
Our group is the fastest growing in Wordpress niche on Facebook. Check out our Wordpress Support Group on Facebook at this link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/wordpresshelpandsupportgroup/

ABOUT US

Having started and built five start-ups from the ground up, we know how it feels like having to maintain a WordPress site.

Founders have a graduate degree from the University of Houston in Engineering field. We put quality and customers satisfaction first.

OUR FACEBOOK GROUP

WordPress Support

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Wonderful people, wonderful and fast service. Thanks for saving our website!
- Jerry Fery

Great experience! They did a perfect job with an issue I just couldn't resolve, and they did it
- Moray Smith

You can find more testimonials at https://www.facebook.com/pg/WPSproutflowers/reviews/
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01 MOTION TO SLEEP
( Rocking)
SLEEP METHODS MANUAL

By Carolina Romanyuk

There are three main techniques that parents can use to help their baby to sleep. This chapter will describe the three techniques and give examples of how to use them.

1. MODERN TO SLEEP (Regressing)
   - To gradually eliminate the need for soothing, you can:
     - Praise the baby for being calm and keep them in their crib.
     - Start by soothing the baby for 5 minutes and gradually reduce the time.
     - Gradually increase the time your baby is allowed to sleep on their own.

   This technique is often used when the baby is over 3 months old and is not yet ready for the transition to sleeping independently.

2. STRATEGY (Training)
   - This method is often used for babies who have been co-sleeping for too long.
   - Start by placing the baby in their crib at bedtime and soothe them until they fall asleep.
   - Gradually increase the time your baby is allowed to sleep on their own.

3. CRIB TO SLEEP (Gradual)"
SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

- Working smarter not harder
- How can a virtual assistant help you?
- My favorite social media scheduling apps
- Be smart and hire a virtual assistant!!
- 5 signs you need a virtual assistant (like me)
- Why you need a social media manager for your small business
- Ten tips to create great iPhone photos!
- Let me help you grow your business!!
- 10 top tasks you can outsource to a virtual assistant today!
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PINTEREST PINS

1. Earn Money with Speaking English!!
2. Easy Side Gigs for Moms!
3. VIPkid Honest Reviews from teachers!
4. Teach English Online
5. Work from Home with Golden Voice English
7. How to Make Money from Home
8. Teach English with VIPKid Reviews: Teachers Share Their Honest Opinions
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
IG FEEDS I MANAGE
THE WICKED SOCIETY

NEVERTHELESS, SHE PERSISTED

A WOMAN’S PLACE IS IN THE REVOLUTION

SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL

WICKED SOCIETY
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Branding + Design
Some of our clients' Testimonials

Lily Zhang, Founder & CEO
Lyndex Tech, Canada

WoodBows employees are dedicative and hard working. My dedicated virtual employee Mr. Mithun never missed a call from me and always finishes his job ahead of our deadline. I have been a WoodBows' client for a long-time and continue to be one. I am so pleased to give this testimonial about WoodBows.

Horatio Franco, Owner
Studio Four, Florida, USA

My virtual assistant put so much of extra work beyond his schedule. I offered to pay extra for their services and they never accepted it once. It's rare to see such people these days. Their service and quality of work are excellent and that's very valuable to us.

Deepak Agarwal, Founder
Dolmiti Solutions, India

I find myself Lucky enough to find my dedicated virtual assistant priyanka dubey as social marketer, her knowledge in digital marketing space is jaw dropping. Her capabilities of taking your message & bringing it to your audience is excellent, she grew my audience in less than a week time. She know her stuff & I loved working with her.
About Us

We are fired up about welcoming you to our WoodBows’ family.

This is John, I gave my heart to Christ when I was 27 in the USA. I hold an engineering graduate degree from the University of Houston, Texas, USA.

Having come to the USA from India, I saw a huge difference between India and USA. In USA, entrepreneurs and businesses are struggling to get talents to work for them whereas, in India, some of the best talents and engineers have been looking for jobs for several years. I thought of bridging both of them together.

Having built five businesses from the ground up and being an entrepreneur myself, I can absolutely understand how it feels like to manage the time.

All of our workers are engineering graduates with excellent English fluency and reliable professionals.

Our aim is to help you as much as possible to grow your business and save time.

- John

CONTACT

82 Portway, Stratford, London E15 3QJ
United Kingdom

Tel. +44 (0) 75560 77897
Web www.woodbows.com
Email John@woodbows.com